
Lesson-5 One little kitten

One little kitten,                   Two big cats

Three baby butterflies,        Four big rats

Five fat fishes,                       Six sad seals

Seven silly seagulls,              Eight happy eels

Nine nervous lizards, Ten brave bees

Eleven smelly elephant,       Twelve fat fleas

Thirteen alligators,               Fourteen whales

Fifteen donkeys,                   With fifteen tails

New words

Little kittenbutterfly   rat

Sealseagull

eellizards

beeelephant

fleasalligator

whaledonkey

tails

Rhyming words

Cats - rats                              seven - heaven

sad - bad                              tails - sails

six - fix                                 ten - pen

seals - eels                             whales - tails

Answer the following question

Q1.     How many kids creatures are there in the poem?

Ans :- There are fifteen types of creatures in the poem.

Q2.     Are the seals happy?



Ans :- No, the seals are sad.

Q3.      Where do the fish live?

Ans :- Fish lives in water.

Look at the pictures of animals given below and underline them in the poem.
Then trace the letters.

Seal Kitten

Butterfly Rat

Cat seagull

Eel lizard

Bee flea

Donkey alligator

Whale fish

Elephant
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Say these words aloud. Then match them with the pictures by drawing lines.

hen ant

pen fox

tap cot

bag cap

tin cot

Fill in the blanks from the words given .

B__gh__nt__pc__pt__n

c__ta__tp__nf__xa__e

write the five animals name.
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